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Insurance Industry
Developments—1996/97
Industry and Economic Developments
Economic conditions in the United States have exhibited signs of
improvement and growth in 1996. In 1996, the bond and stock markets
were strong; the U.S. dollar strengthened; mergers, consolidations, and
reorganizations continued; and U.S. companies expanded their opera
tions into foreign markets. Generally, U.S. economic developments
have various implications on audit risk of insurance enterprises.
Because the assets of an insurance company consist mainly of invest
ments, which include bonds, stocks, mortgage loans, and real estate,
fluctuations in these markets have a direct effect on an insurance enter
prise's investment income. In addition, for most life and health insur
ers, profits are indirectly affected by interest rates. Changes in general
interest rates may prompt contractholders to withdraw funds prema
turely (referred to as disintermediation) or result in prepayment of fixed
income securities (referred to as reinvestment risk). Enterprises attempt
to manage interest rate risk by adjusting crediting rates and dividend
scales. Auditors should be alert to companies' interest crediting strate
gies. Further, stock market fluctuations could adversely affect sales
and surrenders of variable annuity life products, leading to unplanned
fluctuations in company cash flows. Auditors should be aware that
certain economic circumstances may have an indirect effect on the sales
and surrenders of certain products.
With the continuation of soft market conditions and increased
competition between insurer and financial service companies, the in
surance industry has been extremely active in an attempt to seek
economies of scale. The insurance industry is looking for various
vehicles to position itself in the marketplace. During 1996, insurers
continued to enter the international market. Although entering into the
international market has its advantages, some accounting issues be
tween U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and other
countries' GAAP may arise when consolidating a subsidiary which
uses a different reporting basis than the parent's reporting basis. Ex
ploration into new markets also occurred predominately in fast-grow
ing sectors such as managed care.
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Competitive Market
The insurance industry is dramatically changing as a result of fierce
competition. Because of this competition, companies are redefining
their strategic focus. Internal and external competition continues to
reshape the industry. For life and health insurers, increased competi
tion from banks, mutual funds, and other financial institutions for in
vestable consumer dollars has been a factor contributing to suppressed
premium growth. The Clinton Administration, through the Glass-Stea
gall reform bill, is calling for legislation to allow commercial banks,
securities firms, and insurance companies to merge, creating giant fi
nancial service companies that could offer everything from checking
accounts to mutual funds and life insurance. Lobbying efforts against
the proposed legislation have been strong. Currently, insurers have
been losing ground to mutual fund products that invest directly in
stocks and bonds; a change in legislation may accelerate this move
ment. Furthermore, competitive pressures have made expense reduc
tion and consolidation high priorities for many life and health insurers.

Mergers and Acquisitions
The number of mergers and acquisitions continues to increase. Con
solidation appears to be taking place in more mature sectors of the
insurance industry such as traditional life and property and casualty
lines of business. The trend in 1996 has been for insurers to concentrate
on a few areas and grow those areas internally and through acquisi
tions. In 1996 there was heightened activity in reinsurance company
mergers. For further discussion, see the section entitled "Mergers,
Acquisitions, and Consolidations" under "Audit Issues" in this Audit
Risk Alert.

Property and Casualty Insurers
Underwriting. Another year of stagnant growth for property casualty
insurers reflected stiff rate competition and the industry's slowing fi
nancial pace resulting from catastrophes, emerging environmental and
asbestos claims, loss reserve strengthening, and declining profitability
in a number of lines of business. Underwriting performance of the
commercial and private passenger automobile and homeowner lines of
business, however, has improved during the past year. Many compa
nies respond to low premium growth by increasing their retentions in
core lines of business, purchasing less reinsurance, or both. Ongoing
expense reductions, improved underwriting efficiencies, and concen
tration of capital on more profitable lines of business provide some
relief from the stagnant premium growth in the industry. Others pur
6

sue acquisitions and consolidations to enhance their results while pro
viding significant cost savings.
Environmental and Asbestos-Related Liabilities. During 1995 and con
tinuing into 1996, the industry witnessed significant increases in re
ported liabilities related to environmental and asbestos claims due to
improved capabilities to develop estimates in this area. In response,
some companies have restructured their business into active and inac
tive entities. Active entities house continuing operations and the inac
tive entities house the entity's discontinued lines of business, which
could include asbestos and environmental claims. Readers should be
alert that generally restructuring the lines of business within to sepa
rate companies does not give rise to an accounting event. However, the
reader should refer to the FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF)
Issue No. 94-3, Liability Recognition for Certain Employee Termination and
Other Costs to Exit an Activity (including Certain Costs Incurred in a Re
structuring) for guidance on accounting for restructuring costs. For fur
ther discussion, see the section entitled "Liabilities for Unpaid Claims"
under "Audit Issues" in this Audit Risk Alert.
Catastrophes. In the first eight months of 1996 there were several
costly catastrophes, including the blizzard that swept across the East
Coast and Hurricane Bertha. Many believe catastrophe losses are not
an abnormal event anymore and may now in fact be a normal occur
rence. Auditors should consider significant concentrations of coverage
in a specific geographic location or line of business when performing
the audit and determine if the company has adequate financial re
sources, reinsurance coverage, or both, particularly as pressures on
profit margins have caused some enterprises to reduce the amount of
reinsurance obtained.
An issue that property casualty insurers face is catastrophe financ
ing. In the aftermath of high catastrophe losses which occurred sev
eral years ago, as well as large catastrophes occurring each year over
the past eight years, property catastrophe reinsurance coverage has
been difficult to obtain. To alleviate this problem an evolving class of
reinsurance arrangements is emerging. Some of these new variations
of traditional reinsurance contracts address the perceived lack of capi
tal currently deployed in certain sectors of the reinsurance market
(particularly catastrophe coverages). Such new products have charac
teristics of derivative financial instruments. Examples of these prod
ucts in clu d e catastrop h e-lin k ed stru ctu red notes and traded
catastrophe options and futures. Auditors should carefully evaluate
the instruments being used in lieu of traditional catastrophe coverage
in order to determine the proper accounting treatment as well as any
7

potential audit risks. See the sections entitled "Investments in Deriva
tives" and "Reinsurance Arrangements" under "Audit Issues" in this
Audit Risk Alert.

Life and Health Insurers
Underwriting. Sluggish premium growth continues in various sectors
of the life and health insurance industry. Capital adequacy and general
business conduct issues, predominately sales practices and ethical
market conduct, are making it more difficult for insurers to maintain or
improve financial results. Insurers are reacting to flat results by cutting
staff, merging with competitors, and developing innovative distribu
tion strategies. Weak sales of traditional ordinary life products con
tinued but were partially offset by expanded annuity volume and
increased sales of variable products. Other issues currently facing the
life insurance industry include: operational efficiency, revenue genera
tion from new products, continuing fallout from mortgage and real
estate investments, shifting consumer demographics and preferences,
and adverse tax legislation.
Expansion Into the Managed Care Sector. Considerable debate is cur
rently occurring over the future of the nation's health care system and
its ability to provide quality health care to citizens at affordable prices.
This debate has sensitized health-care providers to the need for main
taining high levels of efficiency and quality while also maintaining strict
control over costs. Perhaps the most notable response to pressures to
control costs is a movement toward a managed care environment in
which physicians, insurers, and other health care providers create inte
grated delivery systems and networks that combine inpatient, outpa
tient, and physician services into a single contracting organization. The
managed care-insurance industry merger trend is creating strategic alli
ances likely to revolutionize and reshape health delivery systems. As
the health care environment continues to develop, insurance companies
are entering this sector and are seeking competitive advantages by striv
ing to attain critical mass and the technology necessary to compete in a
cost effective manner in the marketplace.
Market Conduct. The negative publicity from allegations of improper
sales practices and potentially misleading policyholder illustrations
may have handicapped insurers' efforts to sustain strong premium
growth. As negative public perceptions persist, downward pressure
on sales will continue to challenge life insurers' viability in the market
place. The industry is taking steps to change consumers' negative
perceptions and deal with factors that encourage market misconduct.
8

Many companies are considering changes to their compensation
systems. The American Council of Life Insurance (ACLI), the largest
life insurance trade organization, has designed a Code of Life Insur
ance Ethical Market Conduct (the Code) in response to the recent regu
latory and political focus on the life insurance industry's sales and
marketing practices. The Code consists of six principles that member
life insurance companies would adhere to within their normal course
of operations.
To assess the life insurance company's compliance with the Code,
the ACLI is developing a Questionnaire for Assessment of Compliance
With the Principles of Ethical Market Conduct (the Questionnaire). The
Questionnaire is designed to provide the insurer with a means of
evaluating its compliance with the Code consistently relative to other
members of the ACLI, and is in a format of providing questions, frame
work criteria, and indicators for each of the principles listed above. The
ACLI is in the process of determining how the Code will be adopted,
and how companies will measure their compliance with the Code.
The ACLI would like insurers to use the Questionnaire to self-certify
their compliance with the Code and then obtain a third-party assess
ment of that compliance on a triannual basis. The process would be
entirely voluntary.

Regulatory Developments
The regulatory developments contained in this section include mat
ters that may affect audits of statutory financial statements. Regulation
of the insurance industry is the responsibility of the individual states.
All states require domiciled insurance entities to submit to the state
insurance commissioner an annual statement on forms developed by
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). The
states also require that audited statutory financial statements be pro
vided as a supplement to the annual statements. Currently, statutory
financial statements are prepared using accounting principles and
practices "prescribed or permitted by the insurance department of the
state of domicile."

Reinsurance Accounting on a Statutory Basis
Property and Casualty Insurers. Chapter 22 of the NAIC's Accounting
Practices and Procedures Manual applies the risk transfer and most of the
accounting concepts of Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
Statement No. 113, Accounting and Reporting for Reinsurance o f Short-Du
ration and Long-Duration Contracts (FASB, Current Text, vol. 2, sec. In6),
to statutory accounting for prospective reinsurance contracts. Prospec
9

tive reinsurance contracts need to be signed within nine months of the
effective date or the contract will be deemed to be retroactive, with
certain exceptions.
Chapter 22 also provides accounting guidance for funded covers, as
described in the FASB consensus decision in EITF Issue No. 93-6, Ac
counting for Multiple-Year Retrospectively Rated Contracts by Ceding and
Assuming Enterprises. The guidance provided by the NAIC differs from
EITF Issue No. 93-6 in that the NAIC's guidance for accruing liabilities
in certain circumstances is more conservative. This accounting provi
sion is effective January 1, 1996, but applies to all contracts entered
into, renewed, or amended on or after January 1 , 1994.
Life and Health Insurers. The NAIC Accounting Practices and Proce
dures Task Force revised the reinsurance section (chapter 24) of the
NAIC's Accounting Practices and Procedures Manual. The revised chapter
24 provides guidance on accounting and reporting of life reinsurance
by ceding and assuming companies and on assessing risk transfer. If a
reinsurance contract does not provide for sufficient transfer of risk,
amounts paid are to be accounted for as deposits. The revised account
ing and reporting practices were adopted on December 4 , 1995 and are
effective for all accounting periods beginning after January 1 , 1996. The
provisions apply to reinsurance agreements entered into or amended
on or after January 1, 1996; however, they do not apply to reinsurance
agreements in force on January 1 , 1996.
Auditors should be aware of these regulatory accounting provisions.

Significant Changes to the NAIC Annual Statement Instructions
Lloyd's o f London. Auditors should be aware that for 1996 statutory
annual statements, credit will only be permitted for cessions to Lloyd's
of London syndicates who participate in the Lloyd's of London new
reinsurance trust fund arrangement.
Derivatives. Insurers must disclose in their 1996 statutory annual
statements the following information by category of derivative finan
cial instruments:
1.

A description of the company's objectives for holding or issuing
derivative financial instruments, the context needed to under
stand those objectives, and the company's strategies for achieving
those objectives, including the classes of derivative financial in
struments held

2.

The nature and terms of derivative financial instruments, includ
ing, at a minimum, a discussion of (a) the credit and market risk of
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those instruments, and (b) the cash requirements of those instru
ments (including the effects of possible termination payments).

Codification of Statutory Accounting Principles
The NAIC is in the process of codifying statutory accounting
practices (the codification) for certain insurance enterprises in recogni
tion of the fact that prescribed or permitted statutory accounting prac
tices vary widely—not only from state to state, but also for insurance
enterprises within a state. The codification is expected to result in a
hierarchy of statutory accounting practices that will provide a compre
hensive basis of accounting that can be applied consistently to all in
surance enterprises. Current statutory accounting practices are
considered an other comprehensive basis of accounting (OCBOA) un
der Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 62, Special Reports
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 623). When codification
is complete, it is anticipated that a statutory basis of accounting for
insurance enterprises other than NAlC-codified statutory accounting
will be considered neither GAAP nor OCBOA. It is expected that the
states will require that statutory financial statements be prepared us
ing accounting practices “prescribed in the NAIC's Accounting Practices
and Procedures Manual." When codification is complete, certain amend
ments to SAS No. 62 would be required.
As part of the codification project, the NAIC is exposing a series of
issue papers for public comment. As of August 31, 1996, a total of
seventy-six issue papers had been released for public comment. An
exposure draft of the statements of statutory accounting principles is
scheduled for release in March 1997. A six-month comment period will
be provided. A tentative effective date for applying the new statutory
accounting practices would be for 1998 financial statements, with
specified transitional provisions. Because the codification will not be
effective for 1996 statutory financial statements, auditors will continue
to report on statutory financial statements prepared in conformity with
accounting practices prescribed or permitted by the insurance depart
ment of the state of domicile.

Change in Florida Department of Insurance Requirements
Often, state insurance departments implement or amend regula
tions. A significant change in state regulations effective for 1996 audits
affects certified public accountants (CPAs) who audit insurance com
panies authorized to transact business in the state of Florida. The Flor
ida Department of Insurance adopted Statute 624.424 Section 8(d) in
1991. The statute states that the rotation period for CPAs who audit an
11

insurance company (authorized to transact business in the state of Flor
ida) is every five years. This deviates from the Model Audit Rule and
all other state requirements, which require a rotation period of seven
years. The effective date is for audits of statutory financial statements
performed for periods ending on or after December 3 1 , 1996. Auditors
should be aware of this change and plan their engagements accord
ingly. Auditors should also monitor other state regulatory develop
ments to determine whether they are applicable to their engagement.

Audit Issues
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Consolidations
The insurance industry continued to see a number of mergers, acqui
sitions, consolidations, and sales of certain lines of business, driven by
a variety of factors including company strategic objectives, cost control
and reduction, and products diversification. Historically, most of the
mergers and acquisitions came from smaller companies, which are
most vulnerable to unexpected losses and have the greatest difficulty
complying with minimum state capital requirements. However, the
recent trend is for substantial deals by some of the larger insurers,
concentrating on core lines of business and growth through acquisi
tion. For property and casualty insurers, problems stem from tougher
regulations, stagnant growth, declining profitability in some lines of
business, and huge claims related to catastrophes, asbestos, and pollu
tion (environmental liabilities). For life and health insurers, mergers
appear to be driven primarily by the need to reduce costs. In addition,
heightened competition, health care reform, shifting regulatory re
quirements, and new technology are significant contributors.
Many of the problems facing life insurance companies can be traced
back to the early 1980s. To boost investors' returns, insurance compa
nies started buying real estate, junk bonds, and other higher risk in
vestments. Real estate devaluations throughout regions of the United
States and losses in the volatile junk-bond market reduced substan
tially the average return on a number of these investments. Some insur
ers were obligated on guaranteed investment contracts, which gave
investors guaranteed returns for extended periods. In addition, life in
surers are facing competition from other segments of the financial serv
ices industry, such as banks and mutual funds.
Usually, when consolidation occurs, an entity changes its organiza
tional structure and control methods. Auditors should be alert to
possible changes in the entity's internal control structure and the impli
cations of any change in control risk on the nature, timing, and extent
12

of audit procedures. Auditors should also consider the propriety of
accounting for transactions such as proper asset valuations, the amor
tization of goodwill, and other accounts directly affected by the
streamlining transaction. In addition, auditors should maintain a
heightened sense of awareness and an attitude of professional skepti
cism to merger candidates. Further, auditors should also be alert to the
increased risk of material misstatement by enterprises attempting to
appear more attractive to potential buyers.

Investments in Derivatives
Recent years have seen a growing use of innovative financial instru
ments, commonly referred to as derivatives, that often are very com
plex and can involve a substantial risk of loss. Insurance enterprises
have been entering into forward contracts, futures contracts, swaps,
and options as risk management tools (hedges) or speculative invest
ment vehicles. As interest rates, commodity prices, and numerous
other market rates and indices from which derivative financial instru
ments obtain their value have increased in volatility, a number of fi
nancial institutions have incurred significant losses as a result of their
use. The use of derivatives creates unique audit concerns and may in
crease audit risk. Although the financial statement assertions about
derivatives are generally similar to assertions about other transactions,
the auditors' approach to achieving related audit objectives may differ
because certain derivatives are not generally recognized in the finan
cial statements.
It is essential that auditors understand both the economics of deriva
tives used by their clients and the nature and business purpose of their
clients' derivatives activities. In addition, auditors should carefully
evaluate their client's accounting for any such instruments, especially
those carried at other than market value. To the extent the derivatives
qualify as financial instruments as defined in FASB Statements No.
105, Disclosure o f Information about Financial Instruments with Off-Bal
ance-Sheet Risk and Financial Instruments with Concentrations o f Credit
Risk (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. F25), No. 107, Disclosures about Fair
Value o f Financial Instruments (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. F25), and
No. 119, Disclosure about Derivative Financial Instruments and Fair Value
o f Financial Instruments (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. F25), the disclo
sure requirements set forth in those Statements must be met. When
derivatives are accounted for as hedges of on-balance-sheet assets or
liabilities or of anticipated transactions, auditors should carefully re
view the appropriateness of the use of hedge accounting, particularly
considering whether the criteria set forth in applicable accounting lit
erature are met. In addition, auditors may wish to refer to the FASB's
13

Special Report, Major Issues Related to Hedge Accounting, issued in Octo
ber 1995. The SEC issued a proposal on comprehensive disclosure re
quirements for derivatives and other financial instruments for public
comment in early 1996, and anticipates a final staff bulletin to be issued
on this topic by December 3 1 , 1996.

Liabilities for Unpaid Claims
The liability for unpaid claims is inherently a high-risk audit area for
several reasons. First, the liability is significant to property and casu
alty insurers' balance sheets and earnings. Second, estimating the
amount to report is usually highly subjective. Finally, history shows
that these estimates will continuously change for long-tailed business.
A number of factors may be particularly indicative of a higher risk
audit. The following include those that may exist for a number of
companies.
Exposure to Environmental and Asbestos-Related Claims. The ultimate
exposure of insurers to environmental and asbestos-related claims is
subject to an unusually high degree of uncertainty. Since the early
1980s, certain environmental and asbestos exposures have been a ma
jor concern for insurance enterprises. Throughout 1995 and 1996, the
press reported that many insurance companies significantly increased
their environmental and asbestos-related loss reserves due to im
proved capabilities to develop estimates in this area. Some insurance
enterprises increased loss reserves for certain environmental and as
bestos exposures as a result of improvements in actuarial techniques,
while others have experienced increasing pressure from various
sources such as rating agencies, the SEC, and shareholders to improve
m ethodologies used to quantify and record an estim ate of the
insurance enterprise's obligation. Competitive market pressures as
well as ownership changes also contributed to significant reserving
actions. As a result of recent improvements in actuarial techniques,
more insurance enterprises are likely to increase reserves for certain
environmental and asbestos exposures in the near-term. However,
there is still significant uncertainty surrounding defendant activity,
unresolved coverage issues, and policy and claim data availability is
sues for many insurers.
FASB Statement No. 113 requires that the assets and liabilities relat
ing to reinsured contracts be recorded on a gross basis without netting
of reinsurance receivables against claim reserves. FASB Statement No.
5, Accounting for Contingencies (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. C59), and
SEC SAB No. 92, Accounting and Disclosures Relating to Loss Contingen
cies, provide that if there is at least a reasonable possibility that a loss
14

exceeding amounts already recognized may have been incurred and
the amount of the loss would be material, then the enterprise must
disclose the estimated additional loss, or range of loss, or state that it
cannot be estimated. Disclosure of the gross amounts of reasonably
possible losses is required. Disclosure of the gross amounts of the rea
sonably possible reinsurance recoveries may be made, but care should
be exercised to avoid misleading implications as to the likelihood of
realization of such recoveries. Auditors of insurance enterprises that
face such claims should carefully evaluate whether the accounting and
disclosure requirements of FASB Statement No. 5 and SEC SAB No. 92
have been met.
Estimating Environmental Claim Losses. As indicated in SEC SAB No.
92, when estimating reserves for environmental contamination claims,
an insurance enterprise should consider available evidence including a
particular policyholder's prior experience in remediation of contami
nated sites, other companies' clean-up experience, and data released
by the Environmental Protection Agency or other organizations. The
continued expansion of environmental databases has resulted in the
availability of significantly more information to support a reasonable
estimate of the amount of loss or range of loss. When evaluating an
insurance enterprise's reserves for environmental contamination
claims, the auditor should consider the evidence currently provided by
the expanded environmental databases.
Furthermore, the auditors of publicly held insurance companies
should consider whether the disclosures are in accordance with the
requirements of SEC SABs No. 87, Views on Contingency Disclosures on
Property-Casualty Insurance Reserves for Unpaid Claim Costs, and No. 92.
Statutory Environmental Disclosure Requirements. The NAIC requires
environmental disclosure for property and casualty annual statement
filings. The disclosure requirements specify that environmental and
asbestos liabilities should be disclosed separately and that the follow
ing should be disclosed in a prescribed table:
1.

Five-year history, including incurred losses and calendar year
payments on both a gross and net basis segregated between cur
rent accident year and prior accident year

2.

Incurred but not reported (IBNR) reserves on a gross and net basis
as of the year end

3.

Allocated loss adjustment expense (LAE) reserves as of the year end

Exposure to Breast-Implant Claims. Some reports indicate that claims
related to injuries from defective breast implants could exceed $7 billion.
15

Long-Term Exposures. Long-term exposures (commonly referred to
as mass tort exposures) involve bodily injury or property damage
which arise from and are related to exposure over time to any alleged
toxic, harmful, or defective material, device, substance, agent, activity
or condition including but not limited to chemicals, drugs, petroleumbased products, pharmaceutical products, medical devices, radiation,
noise, electromagnetic fields, or repetitive motion. Recent reports indi
cate that insurers may be liable to cover certain long-term exposures
that range from tobacco-related illnesses to injuries caused by use of
computer equipment, such as carpal tunnel syndrome.
Changes in Product Mix to More Long-Tail Lines o f Business. This fac
tor would usually indicate more uncertainty in determining the ulti
mate exposure to claims.
Intense Price Competition and Unexplained Premium Growth. I n t e ns e
price competition may lead to unsound pricing, crediting, or dividend
policies that may be evidenced in unexplained premium growth. Mar
ket pressures may lead insurers to accept unanticipated risks or to
price risks inappropriately, which also could affect the recoverability
of deferred acquisition costs and result in premium deficiencies.
Participation in Involuntary Pools. Insurance enterprises continue to
be exposed to large amounts of claims through their participation in
involuntary pools and associations. This factor may indicate increased
exposure to loss development from previously reported results.
SA S No. 57, Auditing Accounting Estimates (AICPA , Professional
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 342), provides guidance to auditors on obtain
ing and evaluating sufficient competent evidential matter to support
significant accounting estimates in an audit of financial statements in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. AICPA State
ment of Position (SOP) 92-4, Auditing Insurance Entities' Loss Reserves,
provides guidance to help auditors understand the loss reserving proc
ess and to develop an effective audit approach when auditing loss re
serves of insurance entities.
Purchase Accounting. In purchase business combinations involving
acquisitions of property and casualty insurance companies, the Securi
ties and Exchange Commission (SEC) staff has taken the position that
needed changes in liabilities for claim losses and loss adjustment ex
penses of an acquired insurance company ordinarily should be made
through losses incurred in the income statement rather than through
purchase accounting adjustments. (See the SEC's Staff Accounting Bul
letin [SAB] No. 61 for further discussion).
16

Reinsurance Arrangements
Reinsurance is an important part of many insurance companies'
businesses, and accordingly, it is important for auditors to obtain an
understanding of the reinsurance programs of the insurance compa
nies they audit. The lack of an adequate reinsurance program may
expose an insurance enterprise to risks that can jeopardize its financial
stability, particularly if its risks are concentrated by type or geographic
area. In contrast, excessive reinsurance coverage can significantly re
duce the margins available to cover fixed expenses. In the aftermath of
high catastrophe losses caused by Hurricane Hugo, Hurricane An
drew, and the Northridge earthquake, which occurred several years
ago, as well as large catastrophes occurring each year over the past
eight years, property catastrophe coverage has been difficult to obtain.
Many believe catastrophe losses are not an abnormal event anymore
and may now in fact be a normal occurrence. A number of insurers,
both primary insurers and reinsurers, have been forced to retain a
higher portion of the risk and may be stimulated to enter into financial
reinsurance arrangements. Significant changes in an insurer's reinsur
ance programs or retention limits may indicate increased audit risk.
The industry has also been witnessing an evolving class of reinsur
ance agreements that have the characteristics of derivative financial
instruments. Such contracts raise significant accounting issues, includ
ing (1) whether the insurance risk-transfer criteria of FASB Statement
No. 113 have been met (see the next section of this Audit Risk Alert for
further discussion); (2) whether and how to apply deposit accounting
to such contracts (the AICPA's Accounting Standards Executive Com
mittee [AcSEC] currently has a project on its agenda to provide guid
ance on how to apply deposit accounting, if appropriate; and (3)
whether the substance of the contract is that of a derivative financial
instrument and which accounting is therefore appropriate. A number
of these new variations of traditional reinsurance contracts are per
ceived to be vehicles for insurance companies to better manage or fund
their catastrophe exposures. Auditors should be aware that these types
of reinsurance arrangements may also indicate increased audit risk.
Risk-Transfer Issues. Paragraph 9 of FASB Statement No. 113 pro
vides the following two risk-transfer conditions, both of which must be
met for short-duration reinsurance contracts to be accounted for as
reinsurance:
1.

The reinsurer assumes significant insurance risk under the rein
sured portions of the underlying insurance contracts.

2.

It is reasonably possible that the reinsurer may realize a signifi
cant loss from the transaction.
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Generally, contracts that do not meet the conditions for reinsurance
accounting should be accounted for as deposits.
The SEC staff has expressed concern that preparers of financial state
ments and their auditors may not be appropriately considering the
provisions of paragraph 9(a) of FASB Statement No. 113 in their assess
ment of whether a reinsurance contract provides indemnification of
insurance risk. Insurance risk is the risk arising from uncertainties
about both (1) the ultimate amount of net cash flows from premiums,
commissions, claims, and claim settlement expenses paid under a con
tract (often referred to as underwriting risk) and (2) the timing of the
receipt and payment of those cash flows (often referred to as timing
risk). The paragraph 9(a) criterion must be met independently of the
paragraph 9(b) criterion. Timing risk alone does not allow paragraph
9(a) to be met. Furthermore, satisfying paragraph 9(b) is not sufficient
justification that paragraph 9(a) has been satisfied. Auditors should
analyze carefully the entirety of an insurance enterprise's arrange
ments with its reinsurer, including provisions of the reinsurance
contracts and any other related agreements, and the impact of any ad
justable features on cash flows. Auditors should apply judgment in
determining whether there is sufficient competent audit evidence sup
porting risk transfer under both paragraphs 9(a) and 9(b) of FASB
Statement No. 113.
For many reinsurance contracts, a great deal of judgment is involved
in determining whether the risk-transfer conditions are met, particu
larly for multiple-year retrospectively rated reinsurance contracts with
one or more adjustable features and contracts with undefined terms.
Such contracts have become increasingly complex, containing many
varieties of terms and features that may impact the assessment of risk
transfer. Auditors should consider the guidance in EITF Issues No.
93-6 and No. 93-14, Accounting for Multiple-Year Retrospectively Rated
Insurance Contracts by Insurance Enterprises and Other Enterprises.
Reinsurance Recoverables. Continued publicity about defaults by a
Lloyd's of London syndicate underscores that the credit risk related to
ceded reinsurance arrangements continues to concern the insurance
industry. The evaluation of credit risk is important in assessing audit
risk related to reinsurance recoverables. The AICPA Audit and Ac
counting Guide Audits o f Property and Liability Insurance Companies dis
cusses the controls or procedures that ceding companies should
implement to evaluate and monitor the financial stability of assuming
companies. Auditing Life Reinsurance, guidance on auditing reinsurance
for life and health insurance enterprises.
Disclosures About Reinsurance. Auditors should also consider whe
ther the disclosures of concentrations of credit risk associated with re
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insurance receivables and prepaid reinsurance premiums are adequate
as required by the provisions of FASB Statement No. 105. Furthermore,
auditors of financial statements of publicly held insurance companies
should be aware that the SEC staff has expressed concern about the
adequacy of disclosures regarding reinsurance arrangements. The SEC
staff expects registrants with material reinsurance recoverables to
disclose information about the composition and quality of the asset
balances. Meeting the SEC staff expectations may involve the identifi
cation of individually material reinsurers and may also require disclo
sure of the reinsurers' related balances. If the aggregate recoverable
consists primarily of numerous small balances, breakdowns of the
aggregate according to claims-paying ratings also may be necessary.
Significant delinquent balances and allowances for uncollectible
amounts should be disclosed, as should significant transactions and
balances with related parties. If a reinsurer is a promoter of a registered
offering, SEC filings may also have to include financial information
about that reinsurer.
Reinsurance Arrangements and Statutory Capital and Surplus. Paragraph
60 (h) of FASB Statement No. 60, Accounting and Reporting by Insurance
Enterprises (FASB, Current Text, vol. 2, sec. In6), requires that the finan
cial statements contain disclosures regarding the amount of statutory
capital and surplus of insurance enterprises that are calculated pursu
ant to state-mandated statutory accounting practices. Auditors of
insurance enterprises should carefully review reinsurance agreements
and correspond directly with state insurance departments to obtain suf
ficient evidence that material amounts of reserve credits used to reduce
statutory reserves and increase the insurance enterprise's statutory
capital and surplus have been properly computed in accordance with
state laws. Most state insurance laws prohibit insurance enterprises
from recognizing reserve credits pursuant to reinsurance agreements
that do not transfer a sufficient amount of risk to the reinsurer. If mate
rial amounts of reserve credits associated with reinsurance arrange
ments do not qualify under state law, statutory capital and surplus may
be materially misstated. Further, failure to meet the state's minimum
capital and surplus requirements can lead to state-imposed restrictions
on the enterprise's ability to sell insurance products in the state and its
ability to distribute dividends and may call into question an enterprise's
ability to operate as a going concern. Auditors should consult SOP 94-1,
Inquiries o f State Insurance Regulators, for further guidance.

Asset Quality and Valuation Issues
Though real estate markets have improved in many areas of the
country and total amounts of nonperforming real estate assets and
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noninvestment grade bonds have declined, some insurance companies
may still have asset quality problems. Credit quality issues associated
with mortgage loans, real estate portfolios, troubled debt restructur
ings, foreclosures and in-substance foreclosures, noninvestment grade
bonds, and other assets continue to require careful attention in audits
of the financial statements of insurers. The subjectivity of determining
asset valuation allowances, combined with continued uncertainty re
garding the recoverability of the carrying value of certain assets, rein
forces the need for the careful planning and the execution of audit
procedures in this area.
Auditors also should be alert to valuation issues related to classifica
tion and impairment of securities. Paragraph 16 of FASB Statement No.
115, Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Securities
(FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. I08) requires that for individual securi
ties classified as either available for sale or held-to-maturity (as
defined), an entity shall determine whether a decline in fair value be
low the amortized cost basis is other than temporary and provides
related guidance.
Paragraph 69 of FASB Statement No. 115 states, "if the sale of a heldto-maturity security occurs without justification, the materiality of that
contradiction of the enterprise's previously asserted intent must be
evaluated." The SEC staff has indicated that if held-to-maturity securi
ties are sold for reasons other than those listed in paragraph 8 of FASB
Statement No. 115, the SEC staff will challenge management's—
• Assertions regarding the classification of other held-to-maturity
securities, and,
• Future assertions regarding the classification of securities pur
chased subsequently for an extended period of time, but no less
than one year.

Audit Developments
Elimination of Uncertainty Reporting
In December 1995, the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) issued SAS
No. 79, Amendment to Statement on Auditing Standards No. 58, Reports on
Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1 AU
sec. 508), which eliminates the requirement that, when certain criteria
are met, the auditor add an uncertainties explanatory paragraph to the
auditor's report.
SAS No. 79 also clarifies and reorganizes the guidance in SAS No. 58,
Reports on Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards,
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vol. 1, AU sec. 508), concerning emphasis paragraphs, matters involv
ing uncertainties, and disclaimers of opinion.
SAS No. 79 does not affect the provisions of SAS No. 59, The Auditor's
Consideration o f an Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 341), nor does it preclude
the auditor from adding a paragraph to the auditor's report to empha
size a matter disclosed in the financial statements.
Ordinarily, the auditor of a property and liability insurance com
pany would look to historical data to obtain evidential matter that will
provide reasonable assurance that management's estimate of loss re
serves is reasonable in the circumstances. The AICPA Audit and Ac
counting Guide Audits o f Property and Liability Insurance Companies
indicates that auditors of the financial statements of property and li
ability enterprises may consider it necessary to add an uncertainty ex
planatory paragraph to their reports when available historical data is
not sufficient to resolve an uncertainty about the reasonableness of
management's estimate of loss reserves for certain new companies,
companies writing significant amounts of new lines of business, or
companies with low volumes of claims. The Guide is currently being
revised to eliminate any indications that this is a requirement. When
historical data is not sufficient to resolve uncertainty about the reason
ableness of management's estimate of loss reserves and the auditor is
unable to resolve the uncertainty through other means, the auditor
should consider whether management has adequately disclosed the
uncertainty in the notes to the financial statements as required by FASB
Statement No. 5, paragraphs 4 and 6 of FASB Interpretation No. 14,
Reasonable Estimation of the Amount of a Loss (an interpretation o f FASB
Statement No. 5) (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. C59) and SOP 94-6,
Disclosure o f Certain Significant Risks and Uncertainties. A matter involv
ing an uncertainty is one that is expected to be resolved at a future date
at which time conclusive evidential matter concerning its outcome
would be expected to become available. Conclusive evidential matter
concerning the ultimate outcome of uncertainties cannot be expected to
exist at the time of the audit because the outcome and related eviden
tial matter are prospective. In these circumstances, management is re
sponsible for estimating the effect of future events on the financial
statements, or determining that a reasonable estimate cannot be made
and making the required disclosures, all in accordance with GAAP,
based on management's analysis of existing conditions. Absence of the
existence of information related to the outcome of an uncertainty does
not necessarily lead to a conclusion that the evidential matter support
ing management's assertion is not sufficient. Rather, the auditor's
judgment regarding the sufficiency of the evidential matter is based on
the evidential matter that is, or should be, available. If, after consider
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ing the existing conditions and available evidence, the auditor
concludes that sufficient evidential matter supports management's as
sertion about the nature of a matter involving an uncertainty and its
presentation or disclosure in the financial statements, an unqualified
opinion ordinarily is appropriate. If the auditor is unable to obtain
sufficient evidential matter to support management's assertions about
the nature of a matter involving an uncertainty and its presentation or
disclosure in the financial statements, the auditor should consider the
need to express a qualified opinion or to disclaim an opinion because
of a scope limitation. A qualification or disclaimer of opinion because
of a scope limitation is appropriate if sufficient evidential matter re
lated to an uncertainty does or did exist but was not available to the
auditor for reasons such as management's record retention policies or
a restriction imposed by management.
SAS No. 79 is effective for reports issued or reissued on or after Feb
ruary 2 9 , 1996, with earlier application permitted.

Internal Control
In December 1995, the ASB issued SAS No. 78, Consideration o f Inter
nal Control in a Financial Statement Audit: An Amendment to Statement on
Auditing Standards No. 55, which revises the definition and description
of internal control contained in the Statements on Auditing Standards
to recognize the definition and description contained in Internal Con
trol— Integrated Framework (the COSO R eport), published by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO) of the Treadway
Commission, formed to address the Report of the National Commis
sion on Fraudulent Financial Reporting. This Statement is effective for
audits of financial statements for periods beginning on or after January
1 , 1997, with earlier application permitted.

Planning, Supervision, and Going Concern
In November 1995, the ASB issued SAS No. 77, Amendments to State
ments on Auditing Standards No. 22, Planning and Supervision, No. 59,
The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to Continue as a
Going Concern, and No. 62, Special Reports (AICPA, Professional Stand
ards, vol. 1, AU secs. 311, 341, and 623), which, among other things,
clarifies that a written audit program should be prepared in every
audit and precludes the use of conditional language in the auditor's
explanatory paragraph to indicate that there is substantial doubt about
the entity's ability to continue as a going concern. SAS No. 77 is effec
tive for engagements beginning after December 1 5 , 1995.
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Letters for Underwriters
The ASB released SAS No. 76, Amendments to Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 72, Letters for Underwriters and Certain Other Requesting
Parties (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 634). SAS No. 76
provides reporting guidance and an example letter for situations in which
one of the parties identified in paragraph 3 , 4, or 5 of SAS No. 72, Letters for
Underwriters and Certain Other Requesting Parties (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 634), other than an underwriter or other party
with a due diligence defense under section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933,
requests a letter but does not meet the criteria in SAS No. 72. The amend
ments in this Statement are effective for letters issued pursuant to para
graph 9 of SAS No. 72 after April 3 0 , 1996.

Agreed-Upon Procedures
Auditors of insurance entities are often engaged to perform certain
agreed-upon procedures. The ASB has observed that there is diversity
in practice in performing and reporting on these engagements, and
that the existing guidance does not address a number of issues that
practitioners and accountants should consider.
In September 1995, the ASB released SAS No. 75, Engagements to Ap
ply Agreed-Upon Procedures to Specified Elements, Accounts, or Items o f a
Financial Statement (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 622),
and Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No.
4, Agreed-Upon Procedures Engagements (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1, AT sec. 600). SAS No. 75 supersedes SAS No. 35, Special ReportsApplying Agreed-Upon Procedures to Specified Elements, Accounts, or Items
o f a Financial Statement.
Both SAS No. 75 and SSAE No. 4 provide guidance on performing
and reporting on applying agreed-upon procedures, including—
• The conditions for performing agreed-upon procedures engagements.
• The nature, timing, and extent of the procedures.
• The responsibilities of practitioners and specified users.
• The reporting on procedures performed and related findings.
The primary difference between the two Standards is that SAS No.
75 is applicable when a practitioner applies agreed-upon procedures to
specified elements, accounts, or items of a financial statement, and
SSAE No. 4 is generally applicable when a practitioner applies agreedupon procedures to nonfinancial statement subject matter. Another
difference between the two Standards is that SSAE No. 4 requires a
written assertion from management as a condition of engagement per
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formance and SAS No. 75 does not have such a requirement because as
sertions are effectively embodied in the elements, accounts, or items of a
financial statement, where the basis of accounting is clearly evident.
Both SAS No. 75 and SSAE No. 4 prohibit the practitioner from ex
pressing negative assurance in agreed-upon procedures reports by
stating that the practitioner should present the results of applying
agreed-upon procedures in the form of findings. (The predecessor
agreed-upon procedures standards permitted practitioners to provide
negative assurance in agreed-upon procedures reports.) The State
ments prohibit the expression of negative assurance in agreed-upon
procedures reports because such language could cause users to con
clude that the practitioner was communicating assurance beyond the
findings in his or her report. Also, the ASB believes that negative assur
ance should be reserved for review-level engagements.
Both SAS No. 75 and SSAE No. 4 are effective for reports dated after
April 3 0 , 1996.

Auditor's Reports on Statutory Financial Statements
The AICPA issued SOP 95-5, Auditor's Reporting on Statutory Finan
cial Statements o f Insurance Enterprises, which addresses auditor's con
siderations in reporting on statutory financial statements of insurance
enterprises. This SOP should be applied to audits of statutory financial
statements for years ended on or after December 3 1 , 1996. The SOP—
• Supersedes SOP 90-10, Reports on Audited Financial Statements of
Property and Liability Insurance Companies.
• Discusses matters auditors should include in their reports when
issuing limited or general distribution reports on statutory finan
cial statements.
• Discusses matters auditors should evaluate when considering is
suing limited or general distribution reports on statutory financial
statements.
• Discusses auditor's reporting on the statutory financial statements
of mutual life insurance enterprises. See the section entitled "Mu
tual Life Insurance Enterprises" in the "Accounting Develop
ments" section of this Audit Risk Alert.

Letters for State Insurance Regulators to Comply With the
NAIC Model Audit Rule
The AICPA issued SOP 95-4, Letters for State Insurance Regulators to
Comply With the NAIC Model Audit Rule, which provides guidance to
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auditors on the form and content of communications with state insur
ance regulators, required by the NAIC Annual Statement Instructions
Requiring Annual Audited Financial Statements, which incorporates the
January 1991 Model Rule (Regulation) Requiring Annual Audited Financial
Reports (reissued in July 1995). This SOP amends chapter 9, "Auditor's
Reports," of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f Property
and Liability Insurance Companies and chapter 11, "Auditors' Reports,"
of the AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits o f Stock Life Insurance Com
panies. This SOP should be applied to audits of statutory financial state
ments performed for periods ending on or after December 3 1 , 1995.

Risk-Based Capital
The AICPA incorporated the guidance of SOP 93-8, The Auditor's
Consideration of Regulatory Risk-Based Capital for Life Insurance En
terprises into the Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f Property and
Liability Insurance Companies in response to the NAIC's implementation
of a risk-based capital program for property and casualty insurance
enterprises. SOP 93-8 provides guidance on the consideration of riskbased capital in the planning stage of the audit, as well as guidance on
auditors' reports. Auditors should be aware of this guidance.

Accounting Developments
Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and
Extinguishment of Liabilities
In June 1996, the FASB issued Statement No. 125, Accounting for
Transfers and Servicing o f Financial Assets and Extinguishments o f Liabili
ties. This Statement provides accounting and reporting standards for
transfers and servicing of financial assets and extinguishment of liabili
ties. Those standards are based on consistent application of a financialcomponents approach that focuses on control. Under that approach,
after a transfer of financial assets, an entity recognizes the financial and
servicing assets it controls and the liabilities it has incurred, derecog
nizes financial assets when control has been surrendered, and derecog
nizes liabilities when extinguished. This Statement provides consistent
standards for distinguishing transfers of financial assets that are sales
from transfers that are secured borrowings.
A transfer of financial assets in which the transferor surrenders con
trol over those assets is accounted for as a sale to the extent that consid
eration other than beneficial interest in the transferred assets is
received in exchange. The transferor has surrendered control over
transferred assets if and only if all of the following conditions are met:
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1.

The transferred assets have been isolated from the transferor—
put presumptively beyond the reach of the transferor and its
creditors, even in bankruptcy or other receivership.

2.

Either (a) each transferee obtains the right—free of conditions that
constrain it from taking advantage of that right— to pledge or
exchange the transferred assets or (b) the transferee is a qualify
ing special-purpose entity and the holders of beneficial interests
in that entity have the right—free of conditions that constrain
them from taking advantage of that right—to pledge or exchange
those interests.

3.

The transferor does not maintain effective control over the trans
ferred assets through (a) an agreement that both entitles and obli
gates the transferor to repurchase or redeem them before their
maturity or (b) an agreement that entitles the transferor to repur
chase or redeem transferred assets that are not readily obtainable.

Statement No. 125 requires that liabilities and derivatives incurred
or obtained by transferors as part of a transfer of financial assets be
initially measured at fair value, if practicable. It also requires that serv
icing assets and other retained interest in transferred assets be meas
ured by allocating the previous carrying amount between the assets
sold, if any, and retained interests, if any, based on their relative fair
values at the date of the transfer.
Statement No. 125 requires that servicing assets and liabilities be
subsequently measured by (1) amortization in proportion to and over
the period of estimated net servicing income or loss and (2) assessment
for asset impairment or increased obligation based on their fair values.
Statement No. 125 requires that debtors reclassify financial assets
pledged as collateral and that secured parties recognize those assets
and their obligation to return them in certain circumstances in which
the secured party has taken control of those assets.
Statement No. 125 requires that a liability be derecognized if and
only if either (1) the debtor pays the creditor and is relieved of its
obligation for the liability or (2) the debtor is legally released from
being the primary obligor under the liability either judicially or by the
creditor. Therefore, a liability is not considered extinguished by an in
substance defeasance.
Statement No. 125 provides implementation guidance for assessing
isolation of transferred assets and for accounting for transfers of partial
interest, servicing of financial assets, securitizations, transfers of salestype and direct financial lease receivables, securities lending transac
tions, repurchase agreements including "dollars rolls," "wash sales,"
loan syndications and participations, risk participations in banker's ac
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ceptances, factoring arrangements, transfers of receivables with re
course, and extinguishment of liabilities.
Statement No. 125 supersedes FASB Statements No. 76, Extinguish
ment o f Debt (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. D14) and No. 77, Reporting
by Transferors for Transfers o f Receivables with Recourse (FASB, Current
Text, vol. 1, sec. R20). This Statement amends FASB Statement No. 115
to clarify that a debt security may not be classified as held-to-maturity
if it can be prepaid or otherwise settled in such a way that the holder of
the security would not recover substantially all of its recorded invest
ment. This Statement amends and extends to all servicing assets and
liabilities the accounting standards for mortgage servicing rights now
in FASB Statement No. 65, Accounting for Certain Mortgage Banking Ac
tivities (FASB, Current Text, vol. 2, sec. Mo4), and supersedes FASB
Statement No. 122, Accounting for Mortgage Servicing Rights (FASB, Cur
rent Text, vol. 2, sec. Mo4). This Statement also supersedes FASB Tech
nical Bulletins No. 84-4, In-Substance Defeasance o f Debt, No. 85-2,
Accounting for Collateralized Mortgage Obligations (CMOs), and No. 87-3,
Accounting for Mortgage Servicing Fees and Rights.
Statement No. 125 is effective for transfers and servicing of financial
assets and extinguishment of liabilities occurring after December 31,
1996, and is to be applied prospectively. Earlier or retroactive applica
tion is not permitted.

Stock-Based Compensation
In October 1995, the FASB issued Statement No. 123, Accounting for
Stock-Based Compensation (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. C36), which
establishes financial accounting for stock-based employee compensa
tion plans. The Statement encourages companies to account for stock
compensation awards using a fair value method. Fair value is deter
mined based on the stock price at the date the awards are granted. The
resulting compensation cost would be recognized as an expense in the
income statement over the service period. FASB Statement No. 123
also applies to equity instruments issued for goods or services pro
vided by persons other than employees. The accounting requirements
of this Statement are effective for transactions entered into in fiscal
years that begin after December 1 5 , 1995, though they may be adopted
on issuance.

Long-Lived Assets
In March 1995, the FASB issued Statement No. 121, Accounting for the
Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed
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O f (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. I08), which establishes accounting
standards for the impairment of long-lived assets, certain identifiable
intangibles, and goodwill related to those assets to be held and used
and for long-lived assets and certain identifiable intangibles to be dis
posed of. The Statement applies to financial statements for fiscal years
beginning after December 1 5 , 1995.
The Statement requires that long-lived assets and certain identifiable
intangibles to be held and used by an entity be reviewed for impair
ment whenever events or changes in circumstance indicate that the
carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable. In performing the
review for recoverability, the enterprise should estimate the future
cash flows expected to result from the use of the asset and its eventual
disposition. If the sum of the expected future cash flows (undiscounted
and without interest charges) is less than the carrying amount of the
asset, an impairment loss is recognized. Otherwise, an impairment loss
is not recognized. Measurement of an impairment loss for long-lived
assets and identifiable intangibles that an entity expects to hold and
use should be based on the fair value of the asset. This Statement does
not apply to deferred policy acquisition costs under FASB Statements
No. 60 and 97, Accounting and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises for Cer
tain Long-Duration Contracts and for Realized Gains and Losses from the
Sale of Investments (FASB, Current Text, vol. 2, sec. In6). The Statement
amends several FASB statements including FASB Statement No. 61,
Accounting for Title Plant (FASB, Current Text, vol. 2, sec. Ti7).
The Statement requires that long-lived assets and certain identifiable
intangibles to be disposed of be reported at the lower of carrying
amount or fair value less cost to sell, except for assets that are covered
by Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 30, Reporting the
Results o f Operations—Reporting the Effects of Disposal o f a Segment o f a
Business, and Extraordinary, Unusual and Infrequently Occurring Events
and Transactions. Assets that are covered by APB Opinion No. 30 will
continue to be reported at the lower of carrying amount or net realiz
able value.
The Statement specifies that impairment losses resulting from its ap
plication be reported in the period in which the recognition criteria are
first met. The initial application of the Statement to assets that are being
held for disposal at the date of adoption should be reported as the
cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle. (Certain provi
sions of SOP 92-3, Accounting for Foreclosed Assets, are inconsistent with
provisions of FASB Statement No. 121. AcSEC is considering actions to
take on SOP 92-3; however, FASB Statement No. 121 takes precedence
for transactions within its scope.) Auditors should be aware that the
provisions of FASB Statement No. 121 may be material to certain insur
ance enterprises. Some examples of events or changes in circumstances
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that may indicate that the recoverability of the carrying amount of an
asset should be assessed are as follows:
• A significant decrease in the market value of an asset
• A significant change in the extent or manner in which an asset is
used or a significant physical change in an asset
• A significant adverse change in legal factors or in the business
climate that could affect the value of an asset or an adverse action
or assessment by a regulator
• An accumulation of costs significantly in excess of the amount
originally expected to acquire or construct an asset
• A current period operating or cash flow loss combined with a his
tory of operating or cash flow losses or a projection or forecast that
demonstrates continuing losses associated with an asset used for
the purpose of producing revenue

Mutual Life Insurance Enterprises
In April 1993, the FASB issued Interpretation No. 40, Applicability of
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles to Mutual Life Insurance and
Other Enterprises (FASB, Current Text, vol. 2, sec. In6). The Interpreta
tion clarifies that companies, including mutual life companies, that is
sue financial statements described as prepared "in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles" are required to apply all ap
plicable authoritative accounting pronouncements in preparing those
statements. The Interpretation concludes that mutual life insurance
companies that prepare financial statements based on regulatory ac
counting practices that differ from GAAP, and distribute those finan
cial statements to regulators, should not describe these financial
statements as prepared "in conformity with generally accepted ac
counting principles."
In January 1995, the FASB issued Statement No. 120, Accounting and
Reporting by Mutual Life Insurance Enterprises and by Insurance Enter
prises for Certain Long-Duration Participating Contracts (FASB, Current
Text, vol. 2, sec. In6). This Statement amends FASB Interpretation No.
40 to defer the effective date of the general provisions of that Interpre
tation to fiscal years beginning after December 1 5 , 1995. Nevertheless,
this Statement does not change the disclosure and other transition pro
visions of FASB Interpretation No. 40.
FASB Statement No. 120 extends the requirements of FASB State
ments No. 60, 97, and 113, to mutual life insurance enterprises, assess
ment enterprises, and fraternal benefit societies.
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FASB Statement No. 120 also permits stock life insurance enterprises
to apply the accounting provisions of the SOP 95-1, Accounting for Cer
tain Insurance Activities o f Mutual Life Insurance Enterprises, which is dis
cussed in the next paragraph, to participating life insurance contracts
that meet the conditions in this Statement. The Statement is effective
for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after Decem
ber 1 5 , 1995.
The AICPA issued SOP 95-1 on January 18, 1995. The SOP will be
effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 1995. The SOP, which was issued jointly with FASB
Statement No. 120, provides accounting guidance and establishes ac
counting for certain participating insurance contracts of mutual life
insurance enterprises with the following characteristics:
• They are long-duration participating contracts that are expected to
pay dividends to policyholders based on actual experience of the
insurance enterprise.
• Annual policyholder dividends are paid in a manner that identi
fies divisible surplus and distributes that surplus in approxi
mately the same proportion as the contracts are considered to have
contributed to divisible surplus (commonly referred to in actuarial
literature as the contribution principle).
Auditor's Reports. Prior to the effective date of FASB Statement No.
120, mutual life insurance enterprises issued statutory financial state
ments and described those financial statements as being in conformity
with GAAP. This practice is no longer permitted. Financial statements
prepared in conformity with statutory accounting practices for periods
prior to the effective date of FASB Statement No. 120 are not consid
ered GAAP presentations when presented in comparative form with
financial statements for periods subsequent to the effective date of
FASB Statement No. 120. General distribution reports on an insurance
company's statutory financial statements must express either an ad
verse or qualified opinion as to conformity with GAAP. An additional
paragraph in the auditor's report, auditors also may express an opin
ion on whether the statutory financial statements are presented in con
formity with the statutory basis of accounting (See AU section 544).
A mutual life insurance enterprise may want a general distribution
independent auditor's report on its 1996 statutory financial statements
presented in comparative form with its 1995 statutory financial state
ments (which were considered to be in conformity with GAAP in
1995). In this situation, the auditor may have issued an unqualified
opinion on the 1995 financial statements when they were first issued,
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and he or she is precluded from updating and issuing the same opinion
on the 1995 financial statements that are presented in comparative
form with the 1996 statements. SAS No. 58 (AU Section 508.69, as
amended by SAS No. 79) states that if, in an updated report, the opin
ion is different from the opinion previously expressed on the financial
statements of a prior period, the auditor should disclose all of the sub
stantive reasons for the different opinion in a separate explanatory
paragraph proceeding the opinion paragraph.
The following is an illustration of an independent auditor's report on
the general distribution comparative statutory financial statements of
an insurance enterprise prepared in conformity with prescribed or per
mitted statutory accounting practices, which contains an explanatory
paragraph disclosing all the substantive reasons for the different opin
ion, an adverse opinion as to conformity with GAAP, and an unquali
fied opinion as to the conformity with the statutory basis of accounting.
In this illustrative report, it is assumed that the effects on the statutory
financial statements of the differences between GAAP and the statu
tory basis of accounting are not reasonably determinable.
Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Directors
Example Insurance Company
We have audited the accompanying statutory statements of ad
mitted assets, liabilities, and surplus of Example Insurance Com
pany as of December 31, 19X6 and 19X5, and the related statutory
statements of income and changes in capital and surplus, and
cash flow for the years then ended. These financial statements are
the responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsi
bility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based
on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and sig
nificant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our report dated March 1 , 19X6, we expressed an opinion that
the 19X5 financial statements, prepared using accounting prac
tices prescribed or permitted by the Insurance Department of the
State of [state of domicile], presented fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of Example Insurance Company as of De
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cember 31, 19X5, and the results of its operations, and its cash
flows for the year then ended in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. As described in Note Y to these
financial statements, pursuant to the pronouncements of the
Financial Accounting Standards Board, the 19X5 financial state
ments of Example Insurance Company, prepared using account
ing practices prescribed or permitted by insurance regulators
(statutory financial statements) are not considered presentations
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
when presented for comparative purposes with the company's
financial statements for periods beginning after December 15,
19X5. Accordingly, our present opinion on the presentation of
the 19X5 financial statements in accordance with GAAP, as
presented herein, is different from that expressed in our pre
vious report.
In our opinion, because of the effects of the matter discussed in
the third paragraph, the financial statements referred to above do
not present fairly, in conformity with generally accepted account
ing principles, the financial position of Example Insurance Com
pany as of December 31, 19X6 and 19X5, or the results of its
operations or its cash flows for the years then ended.
As described more fully in Note X to these financial statements,
the Company prepared these financial statements using account
ing practices prescribed or permitted by the Insurance Depart
ment of the State of [state of domicile], which practices differ from
generally accepted accounting principles. The effects on the fi
nancial statements of the variances between the statutory basis of
accounting and generally accepted accounting principles, al
though not reasonably determinable, are presumed to be material.
Also, in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the admitted assets, liabili
ties, and surplus of Example Insurance Company as of December
31, 19X6 and 19X5, and the results of its operations and its cash
flow for the years then ended, on the basis of accounting de
scribed in Note X.
The following is an example of Note Y which is referred to in the
above illustration of an independent auditor's report.
Note Y—Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
No. 120 and Interpretation No. 40
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (Statement) No.
120, Accounting and Reporting by Mutual Life Insurance Enterprises
and by Insurance Enterprises for Certain Long-Duration Participating
Contracts, extends the requirements of Statements No. 60, Ac
counting and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises, No. 97, Accounting
and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises for Certain Long-Duration
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Contracts and for Realized Gains and Losses from the Sale of Invest
ments, and No. 113, Accounting and Reporting for Reinsurance of
Short-Duration and Long-Duration Contracts, to mutual life insur
ance enterprises. It also provides the effective date for implemen
tation of FASB Interpretation (Interpretation) No. 40, Applicability
of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles to Mutual Life Insurance
and Other Enterprises. Statement No. 120 is effective for financial
statements for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 1995,
and requires restatement of all previously issued annual financial
statements presented for comparative purposes for fiscal years
beginning after December 15, 1992.
In 1995, prior to the effective date of Interpretation No. 40 and
Statement No. 120, mutual life insurance enterprises could issue
financial statements prepared using accounting practices pre
scribed or permitted by the Insurance Department of the State of
[state of domicile], (statutory financial statements) and describe
those financial statements as being in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Pursuant to the provi
sions of Interpretation No. 40 and Statement No. 120, statutory
financial statements of mutual life insurance enterprises for peri
ods ending on or before December 15, 1996, are no longer consid
ered presentations in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles when presented for comparative purposes
with the enterprise's financial statements for periods subsequent
to the effective date of Interpretation No. 40 and Statement No.
120. Accordingly, the 1995 statutory financial statements pre
sented herein are no longer considered presentations in conform
ity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Auditors should be aware of this guidance when auditing a mutual
life insurance enterprise and enterprises with participating life insur
ance contracts.

AcSEC Conforming Changes
In February 1996, AcSEC updated its technical guidance in certain
SOPs and practice bulletins to conform with pronouncements issued
recently by the FASB. AcSEC made conforming changes to the follow
ing SOPs and practice bulletins:
• SOP 75-2, Accounting Practices of Real Estate Investment Trusts, and the
related SOP 78-2, Accounting Practices of Real Estate Investment Trusts
• SOP 76-3, Accounting Practices for Certain Employee Stock Ownership
Plans
• SOP 78-9, Accounting for Investments in Real Estate Ventures
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• SOP 90-11, Disclosure o f Certain Information by Financial Institutions
About Debt Securities Held as Assets
• SOP 93-7, Reporting on Advertising Costs
• AICPA Practice Bulletin 1, Purpose and Scope o f AcSEC Practice Bul
letin and Procedures for Their Issuance—Exhibit F—Accounting and
Disclosure for Reinsurance Transactions
• AICPA Practice Bulletin 9, Disclosure o f Fronting Arrangements by
Fronting Companies
Auditors should be aware of these changes.

Exposure Draft—Accounting by Insurance and Other
Enterprises for Guaranty-Fund and Certain Other
Insurance-Related Assessments
Insurance enterprises are subject to a variety of assessments, includ
ing those by state guaranty funds and workers' compensation secondinjury funds. Current accounting practice by insurance enterprises for
assessments and related recoveries is diverse. The AICPA expects to
issue an exposure draft of an SOP, Accounting by Insurance and Other
Enterprises for Guaranty-Fund and Certain Other Insurance-Related Assess
ments, by the end of 1996. The exposure draft will provide:
• Guidance for determining when an insurance or other enterprise
should recognize a liability for guaranty-fund and other assessments.
• Guidance on how to measure the liability and will allow for the
discounting of the liability, if the amount and timing of the cash
payments are fixed and reliably determinable.
• Criteria for when an asset may be recognized for a portion or all of
the assessment liability or paid assessment that can be recovered
through premium tax offsets or policy surcharges.
• Requirements for disclosure of certain information.
AcSEC anticipates to finalize this SOP in 1997 and to issue an SOP that
would be effective for financial statements for fiscal years beginning
after December 1 5 , 1997. Early adoption would be encouraged.

Accounting by the Issuer of Surplus Notes
The AICPA plans to issue a practice bulletin on accounting by the is
suer of surplus notes in the first quarter of 1997. The practice bulletin
will apply to insurance enterprises that issue surplus notes. A surplus
note is a financial instrument issued by mutual and stock insurance
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enterprises that is includable in surplus for statutory accounting pur
poses as prescribed or permitted by state laws and regulations. The
practice bulletin will provide guidance on accounting, financial state
ment presentation, and disclosure for surplus notes. It will require sur
plus notes to be recorded as liabilities in the financial statements of the
issuer. The accounting for surplus notes by the issuer, including the
accrual of interest, would be consistent with that of other debt.

Certain FASB Statement No. 115 Implementation Issues
As a result of inquiries and comments by SEC registrants and their
auditors, at the July 21, 1994 EITF meeting, the SEC staff made an an
nouncement regarding the effects of adopting FASB Statement No. 115
on certain assets and liabilities. The SEC staff would expect registrants
to comply with the guidance in this announcement when they adopt
FASB Statement No. 115 and FASB Interpretation No. 40. Auditors
should be aware that the FASB staff believes that both public and non
public entities should comply with the guidance in this announcement.
The text of this announcement is as follows:
Currently, SEC registrants are evaluating the effect on their fi
nancial statements of adopting FASB Statement No. 115. The
SEC staff has been asked whether certain assets and liabilities,
such as minority interests, certain life insurance policyholder li
abilities, deferred acquisition costs, and the present value of fu
ture profits, should be adjusted with a corresponding
adjustment to shareholders' equity at the same time unrealized
holding gains and losses from securities classified as availablefor-sale are recognized in shareholders' equity. That is, should
the carrying value of these assets and liabilities be adjusted to
the amount that would have been reported had unrealized gains
and losses been realized?
This issue is not addressed specifically in the literature. However,
paragraph 36(b) of FASB Statement No. 109 addresses specifi
cally the classification of the deferred tax effects of unrealized
holding gains and losses reported in a separate component of
shareholders' equity. Paragraph 36(b) of FASB Statement No. 109
requires that the tax effects of such gains and losses be reported
as charges or credits directly to the related component of share
holders' equity. That is, the recognition of unrealized holding
gains and losses in shareholders' equity may create temporary
differences for which deferred taxes would be recognized, the
effect of which would be reported in a separate component of
shareholders' equity along with the related unrealized holding
gains and losses. Therefore, FASB Statement No. 109 requires
that deferred tax assets and liabilities be recognized for the tem
porary differences relating to unrealized holding gains and losses
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as though these gains and losses actually had been realized, ex
cept the corresponding charges or credits are reported in a sepa
rate component of shareholders' equity rather than charges or
credits to income in the statement of income.
By analogy to the requirements of FASB Statement No. 109, the
SEC staff believes that, in addition to deferred tax assets and li
abilities, registrants should adjust other assets and liabilities that
would have been adjusted if the unrealized holding gains and
losses from securities classified as available-for-sale actually had
been realized. That is, to the extent that unrealized holding gains
or losses from securities classified as available-for-sale would re
sult in adjustments of minority interest, policyholder liabilities,
deferred acquisition costs that are amortized using the grossprofits method, or amounts representing the present value of fu
ture profits that are amortized using the gross-profits method
had those gains or losses actually been realized, the SEC staff
believes that such balance sheet amounts should be adjusted with
corresponding credits or charges reported directly to sharehold
ers' equity. As a practical matter, the staff, at this time, would not
extend such adjustments to other accounts such as liabilities for
compensation to employees. The adjustments to asset accounts
should be accomplished by way of valuation allowances that
would be adjusted at subsequent balance sheet dates.
For example, SEC registrants should adjust minority interest for a
portion of the unrealized holding gains and losses from securities
classified as available-for-sale if those gains and losses relate to
securities that are owned by a less-than-wholly-owned subsidi
ary whose financial statements are consolidated. Certain policy
holder liabilities also should be adjusted to the extent that
liabilities exist for insurance policies that, by contract, credit or
charge the policyholders for either a portion or all of the realized
gains or losses of specific securities classified as available-forsale. Further, certain asset amounts that are amortized using the
gross-profits method, such as deferred acquisition costs ac
counted for under FASB Statement No. 97, and the present value
of future profits recognized as a result of acquisitions of life in
surance entities accounted for as purchase business combina
tions, should be adjusted to reflect the effects that would have
been recognized had the unrealized holding gains and losses ac
tually been realized. Further, capitalized acquisition costs associ
ated with insurance contracts covered by FASB Statement No. 60
should not be adjusted for an unrealized holding gain or loss
unless a “premium deficiency" would have resulted had the gain
or loss actually been realized.
This announcement should not affect reported net income. It ad
dresses only the adjustment of certain assets and liabilities and the
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reporting of unrealized holding gains and losses from securities classi
fied as available-for-sale.

Special Report on FASB Statement No. 115
The FASB staff issued a Special Report, A Guide to Implementation of
Statement 115 on Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity
Securities, which provides implementation guidance in a question and
answer format.

Consensus Decisions of the FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force
The EITF frequently discusses accounting issues involving financial
instruments, real estate, or insurance contracts that are important to
insurance companies. To order copies of the following publication, call
the FASB at (203) 847-0700, ext. 10.
• EITF Issue No. 94-7, Accounting for Financial Instruments Indexed to,
and Potentially Settled in, a Company's Own Stock
• EITF Issue No. 95-5, Determination o f What Risks and Rewards, If
Any, Can Be Retained and Whether Any Unresolved Contingencies May
Exist in a Sale of Mortgage Loan Servicing Rights
• EITF Issue No. 95-11, Accounting for Derivative Instruments Contain
ing Both a Written Option-Based and a Forward-Based Component
• EITF Issue No. 96-10, Impact o f Certain Transactions on the Held-toMaturity Classification under FASB Statement No. 115.
• EITF Issue No. 96-12, Recognition of Interest Income and Balance Sheet
Classification o f Structured Notes
• EITF Issue No. 96-14, Accounting for the Costs Associated with Modi
fying Computer Software for the Year 2000
• EITF Issue No. 96-15, Accounting fo r the Effects o f Changes in Foreign
Currency Exchange Rates on Foreign-Currency-Denominated Avail
able-For-Sale Debt Securities
Appendix D to the EITF Abstracts contains EITF discussions of tech
nical matters that have long-term relevance and do not relate specifi
cally to a numbered EITF Issue. Readers should be alert to the
following topics of recent discussion:•
• Appendix D-34, Accounting for Reinsurance: Questions and Answers
about FASB Statement No. 113
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• Appendix D-35, FASB Staff Views on Issue No. 93-6. "Accounting for
Multiple-Year Retrospectively Rated Contracts by Ceding and Assum
ing Enterprises"
• Appendix D-44, Recognition o f Other-Than-Temporary Impairment
upon the Planned Sale o f a Security Whose Cost Exceeds Fair Value
• Appendix D-45, Implementation o f FASB Statement No. 121 fo r Assets
to Be Disposed Of

Information Sources
Further information on matters addressed in this Audit Risk Alert is
available through various publications and services listed in the table at
the end of this document. Many nongovernment and some government
publications and services involve a charge or membership requirement.
Fax services allow users to follow voice cues and request that selected
documents be sent by fax machine. Some fax services require the user to
call from the handset of the fax machine; others allow the user to call from
any phone. Most fax services offer an index document, which lists titles
and other information describing available documents.
Electronic bulletin board services allow users to read, copy, and ex
change information electronically. Most are available using a modem
and standard communications software. Some bulletin board services
are also available using one or more Internet protocols. In 1996 many
organizations have established Web sites on the World Wide Web.
Recorded announcements allow users to listen to announcements
about a variety of recent or scheduled actions or meetings.
All telephone numbers listed are voice lines, unless otherwise desig
nated as fax (f) or data (d) lines. Required modem speeds, expressed in
bauds per second (bps), are listed for data lines.
*

*

*

*

This Audit Risk Alert supersedes Insurance Industry Developments—
1995/96.
*

*

*

*

Practitioners should also be aware of the economic, regulatory, and
professional developments described in Audit Risk Alert— 1996/97 and
Compilation and Review Alert— 1996/97, which may be obtained by call
ing the AICPA Order Department at the number shown on the table on
the following page and asking for product no. 022194 (audit) or 060674
(compilation and review).
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24 Hour Fax Hotline
(201) 938-3787

Fax Services

Washington, DC 20549-0001
(202) 942-4046
SEC Public Reference Room
(202) 942-8090_________________

Publications Unit
U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission 450 Fifth Street, NW

Information Line
(202) 942-8088, ext. 3
(202) 942-7114 (tty)

Action Alert Telephone Line
(203) 847-0700 (ext. 444)

Recorded Announcements

U.S. Government Printing Office’s
The Federal Bulletin Board
Includes Federal Register notices and the
Code of Federal Regulations. Users are
usually expected to open a deposit account.
User assistance line: (202) 512-1530
(202) 512-1387 (f)
Telnet via internet: federal.bbs.gpo.gov3001
Information Line
WebSite: http://www.sec.gov
(202) 942-8088
(202) 942-7114 (tty)

WebSite: http://www.naic.org

WebSite: http://www.fasb.org

WebSite: http://www.aicpa.org

Accountants Forum
This information service is available on
CompuServe. Some information is available
only to AICPA members. To set up a
CompuServe account, call (800) 524-3388
and ask for the AICPA package or rep. 748.

Electronic Bulletin Board Services

Information Sources

Information about AICPA
continuing professional education
programs is available through the
AICPA CPE Division (extension
1) and the AICPA Meetings and
Travel Division: (201) 938-3232.
Financial Accounting Order Department
P.O. Box 5116
Standards Board
Norwalk, CT 06856-5116
(203) 847-0700, ext. 10__________
Order by Fax
National Association Order Department
(816) 471-7004
120 W. 12th St., Suite 1100
of Insurance
Kansas City, MO 64105-1925
Commissioners
(816) 471-7004_________________
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. General
U.S. Government Printing Office
Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20401-0001
(202) 512-1800
(202) 512-2250 (f)

Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881
(800) TO-AICPA
or (800) 862-4272

American Institute of Order Department
Harborside Financial Center
Certified Public
201 Plaza Three
Accountants

____ Organization____ ____ General Information____
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